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New Mexico

They haven't quite
MUFLY, have they?

DAILY
Tuesday, October 3,197.8

Director to study retention

Dropout rate high
~eeping u?de~gradu~tes

enrolled in the University
unlil gradual) on ts a maJor concern of the new director
oflnstitutional Research at UNM.

Activities
Calendar

cto er
Monday

Sunday

2

1

NC\w Mmm:1; WIIPolmon
tJnr.,nrl ovmy Sunday a!
!J nrn from Um PopeJoy
Hall Uox. OlltCO Thoro IS o IWO
hour !•low-pncad rHJCJ and a 11 hr
ndn for moro oxperienccclrldors

Popejoy Hall evant. The
Bella LCWitsfoti Dance
Co .• 8 15 pm. UNM Art
Museum Fine Arts Center Lower
Gollory; Prints & Photographs
Study Room·fiiO Mln/mDI Pnnt·
Continuous throuf.'lh Oct 15.

Opmi to anyono ovor 13 yw,
Ouosuons. C<JII 204-1232 or
26H609

8

Kellor
Frank

t-iall

Bowen

9

Sen as

Sandia Klwarus & Popejoy Hall presents;
Egypt; Gill oJ the Nile a
film narrated by Doug Jones,
7:30pm .at Popejoy Hall. llc1HHG
aro $2.50 and $2.00 children &.
son for citizens discounted,

fhJte.
M1m1 Tung, plano, 4pm
Tentntlvely schodulcU lor Sprn·
"Bob Hope~· 10 concert at the
Arena, UNM Art Museum In tho
No Gnllory_ Walkot Evans Dl For·
IIJrlR 1945-1965, TUils.-FrJ 7pm
!Opm. Continuos ttJru 1115.

3

PopeJQY

rwo

Hall

Dllfarent

Event.

Pro·

gtams. 6; 15pm. Tickets
aro $8, $7, & $5. UNM Teachmg
Gallery: "Roy De F{lrest'' prints
recently completed by the artist
at Tamarind Institute. Aoorn 202
of the now Att Bldg., 8arn-5pm
through Oct. 6.
'

1Q

UNM Teaching Gallery;
Albuq. AnUphotographs
A show curated by Joe
Marshall f~aturing alternative
works to currenl trend~ .. t UNM,
loc::ated In Rm. 202 of the new Art
Bldg., Bam·Spril, corUinuotJs
lllrough OCt. 27.

Recreation Hours for
Fall 1976-79; Au<illla<y
Gym at Johnson Gym
Mon .•fri. 7pm-9;15pm. Sal.
Sun. 12N·4.45pm.

i.

23

22

29

Recraatlonal Hts. Haild-

ball Courts·Mon .• Wed.,

Frt. 12N·9:15pm: Tuos. &
Thurs. t2:30pm·1:30pm Sat. &
sun 12N·4:45pm. FOr reserva·
tlons eall277·5151.

Keller Hall Sarles: Darrei
Randall.
oboe

rctilal,4pm.

30

Th urs day

Wednesd ay

17

16

15

Tuesday

24

Carlisle Gym Hours
Mon.·FrL
6:30pm·
3;15pmj Sat. ~nd Suo.
12N-4;45pm.

4

Film Committee pre&ents. The Films ol
Gory Doberman pan II·
Gary will speak altet the 9·3Qpm
showing. Spm & 9:30 pm at tha
SUB Theatre,

11

Film

Committee preThe
Earlier
Work:;
of
Stan
Brakhage; 8pm, SUB Theater.
Johnson gym Hours: Wed & Fri.
12N·1pm, 4pm·9:15pm Toes. &
Thurs. 4:45pm-9; 1Spm; Sat & sun.
sents~

5

Fdm
Committee
presents; The Late
Works ol Stan Br8k·
1/ageBpm,SUB The~ter.

25

ASUNM Film Commit·
tee presents: Direct
FIIJn Autobiography 1,
8pm Smcerlty Reel 11, Stan
Bfakhagc &_ Testam&nf James
Broughton, SUB 1heatre.

Cady, who will begin his official duties Nov. 1,
comes to UNM from Northern Illinois University,

Friday

Popejoy Hall Event.
Audubon film • GiltS of

6

Keller Hall Senes: The
Seraphm Trio, Leonard

7

FOOTBALL~

Lobos vs.

citizens. Campus Crusade (or p1ano: 8:1opm. .ASUNM Film
Christ _holds meetings every Commitlee: The Night of the L.lv·
Thursday nlght 7pm·Aoom 340 of ing Dead", a pre-Halloween treat:
the Family Practice Center on 7pm,9:15pm 11pm.
Campus.

12

14

Wagon Wheels Sq
Dance Club meets every
Thurs. night at 7pm·
9pm m the SUB Ballroom ASUNM
Film
Committee
presents·
Rebel Without a Cause, 7pm,9;15
at the SUB Tllealet.

13

ASUNMTPEC presents
music and dancing at
the Subway Station,
9pm·12;30am, SUB Basement.
ASUNM Film Com. • Animation
Night 11, "7p_m & 9:15pm, SUB·
Thoater- MIDSEMESTERill

19

20

Film Commmee presenls; Orepheus 7pm
& 9:15pm at lhe SUB

Theater.

26

Committee pre·
Testament of Or~
pheus
7pm&9:15pm,
SUB Theatre. Keller Hall Series:
The New Mexico Brass Oulnlet,
Bpm,KellerHall.
Film

semts:

FOOTBALL; Lobes vs.
Te)(as Tech., 7:30pm,
HOME GAME. Keller
HaH Series: UNM Cholr Day Con·
cert; Featuring UNM Concert
Choir, NM High School singers &
UNM Orchestra, John M. Clark,
conductor; SUB Ballroom, No
adm. charge.

21

KeUerHallpresentsThe
President's
Concert,
UNM Band & Collegiate
singers. Scholarship Benefit con·
cart, 8pm at Popejoy Hall.
ASUNM film Com.·The Magi·
clan 7&9:15 pmj SUB Theatre.
ASUNMfPEC·muslc & dancing
Subway Station.

HOMECOMING GAME;
NM State VS. UNM
lobos, 1:30pm, Oniver·
slty Stadwm. HOMECOMING
HOLIDAY!!!III

27

28

FilmComrn,pre·
sentS: Even Dw;uve$
Starteri Small, 7 p.m. &
9:15 p.m. A disturbing film look~
l(lg at the grotesque & obscene
Side of human nature by one of
the best from of New German
Cinema, SUS Thea He.

FOOTBALL: lobos vs.
University of Texas at El
Paso,
7:30pm
ASUNMtPEC presents musiC and
dancing at the Subway station~
SUB Basement. ASUNM Film
Com.: Dr. Strangelove 7pm
9:15pm & 11!.15pm,SUB n~eatet. •

31
HALLOWEEN!!!!

Fools Paradise
Has Your Face
For Halloween.
Come See It!

Largest Selection of
Day Packs in Town
North Face; L.A.S.;
_ Sierra bes1gn,
Hlne Snow Bridge,
Choulnatd al'ld KEilty

Make·Up
Beards
Mustaches
Tricks

6307 Menaul NE
881-5223
ANNUAL FALL SALE OCT. 5, 6, 7

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
sl Ooo fun vear plus the
Summer Session
Marron Hall131

or by mall to:

·-

UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM
87131

Masks
Hats·Wigs
Costumes
Accessories

DISCO AT
mOLLY SLADES
FREE dance lessons mon. 9:30pm
Dance contest Thutsday 11:30 pm

BIG 'JN.LEY RANCH e

Montgomery Plaza Montgomery & San Mateo
883·1587

8904 Menaul N.E.

U.~

N

M

Unite·d way

Final Reporting Date
Thursday, Octot5er 5

9:oo -11:ooa.r:n .. sus, Roorn230

Cady conceives of institutional research as "an
analytical support for the academic affairs portion of
the University," he said.
In addition to student retention, Cady also expects
to be involved in enrollment forecasli ng and
evaluation of students once they leave UNM.
This includes not only job placement and salary
levels, but also such broader aspects as cultural,
political and intellectual activities, he said.

Students vent complaints
tNith grievance cotntnittee

Saturday
Wyommg at Wyoming,
7:30 prn. Women's
Volleyball Conlerence Game
5:30J:Xn-9:30pm at Johnson Gym:
Popejoy Hall Event: AlbuQ. Youth
Symphony, 7:30pm. ASUNM Film
Com. • Yellow submatlne 7pm
9:15pm & 11:30 pm, SUB Th~ater.'

Felberg, violjn Joanna
_
the Eag/e,$2,50 & $2.00.
DJscounts lor chHdren & scmor De Keyser. cello George Rober!,

t2N 4:45pm.

18

Richard H. Cady said that less than half of the
freshmen who enter the university graduate after live
years.
"I've spent a lot of time on undergraduate retention," he said. "I consider this very important in light
of the demographic trends nationwide and in New
Mexico from the standpoint of maintaining student
enrollment.''

where he has bc.en director of the Office of Analytical
Studies for the past five years.
He has also worked for a major aerospace corporation in the area of arms control. Prior to that he
worked for the federal government.

they originate with the student or a
faculty member.
The most common grievances
FISHER. PHOTO
involve grades, Roberts said.
In order to file a complaint with
the committee, a student must first
Handicapped .students don't
explain his complaint to Roberts
really need to worry. The
The committee is designed to either or<tlly or in writing. Roberts
campus police don't ticket
provide a hearing for all types of will nsually recommend that the
wheelchairs.
student go back to the instructor
l.VciltJldii,t~, 1'.1aiU A!l.r,odate Dean of
Students Chuck Roberts, whether who gave the disputed grade. 1f the
instructor takes no action, the
student then goes to the department
chairman and then to the provost's
office. If neither the department
chairman nor the provost takes
action to remedy the situation, the
student
can file his complaint with
An international conference on the treatment of Marlatt, professor of psychology at the University of
the
gdevance
committee for a
Washington in Seattle; Peter M. Miller, Director of
addictive behavior will be held in Taos, Feb. 20 to 24.
hearing.
The conference, sponsored by UNM Division of the Department of Behavioral Medicine at Hilton
Many of these complaints
Continuing Education and the Department of Head Hospital, on Hilton Head Island, South
ultimately
are heard before the
Psychology, is to provide current information Carolina; William R. Miller, assistant professor of
committee
because, Roberts said,
regarding treatment techniques of addictive behavior, psychology and director of the Alcohol Research and
Project
at
UNM;
Peter
E.
Nathan,
Treatment
said Pat Hauser, assistant dean of Continuing
chairman of the Department of Clinical Psychology at
Education.
Rutgers University; and G. Terence Wilson, professor
The conference will "deal specifically with alcohol of psychology at Rutgers University.
and drug abuse, smoking and obesity," Hauser said.
The conference will include talks by nationallyThere w.ill also be "practitioner workshops'' to
known behavioral experts.
teach new therapeutic procedures, and papers subThe first phase of the Bratton
The speakers will include Edward J. Callahan, mitted by professionals describing recent research into
new
treatments.
Hall
landscaping project is expected
founder of the Heroin Antagonist and Learning
be
awarded to Lee Landscaping
to
Therapy project; Edward Lichtenstein, co-author of
Inc. in a pre-contract meeting at the
Registration ends Dec. 15. Attendance will be
"How to Become an Ex-Smoker: A comprehensive
UNM architect's office today, said
Program for permanent Smoking Control"; G. Alan limited to 150 participants.
Bob Johns, UNM landscape ar·
chitect.
"Our base bid was $27,391 and
an additional $4,660 for two
alternatives said Will Lee, president

Space
parking?

Those students who are
dissatisfied with a course grade or
have other acedemiccomplaints can
vent their fury with the Stud.ent
Standards and Grievance Commitlee.

Drug parley slated

"Jt is very common for a department to back up one of its
professors in a grading dispute.''
Roberts said the regulations
concerning grading complait1ts are
very nebulous and collfusing. All
the committee can do in a grade
complaint is to make a recom·
mcndation to the professor -in·
volved and the president of the
University. If the professor still
does nothing, the president can
urge, cajole or otherwise exert
pressure on the instructor to change
the grade, Roberts said.
The
grievance
committee
membership consists of two
students and two faculty members
who are chosen at random from a
pool. These four members then
choose a ti fth member who is not
necessarily out of the pool,

Bratton Hall project
pending bid approval

Ten history professors to teach
analytical World War II class
A special course designed to analayze the military,
political and social history of World War II will be co"
taught by 10 UNM history professors next semester.
. History Professor Steven Kramer, coordinator of
·the undergraduate level course, said, "We're going to
try to provide total analysis of the war. We have a
terri lie staff for teaching this course because the
department has so maiJY experts on modern history."
Among .topics to be discussed are American
diplomacy during the war; the roles of the Japanese,
Germans, Italians, English, Russians and Chinese; the
Spanish Civil War; the resistance movement; and the
holocaust.
Professors Gerald Nash, Frank Iklc, Charles
McClelland, Jane Slaughter, Robert Kern, Janet
Roebuck, Richard Robins, Jonathan Porter, William
Robertson and Kramer will be instructors for the
course.
"I think it's important for young people to un·
derstand what World War II was all about," Kramer
said. "That's one of the reasons WhY we're offering
the course. People who went through the war period
know all too well what happened. BUt many young
people don'! sec it as a human drama and perhaps they
don't understand the number of who died and the

horror that so many went through.''
Kramer said he thinks a lot of myths have developed
about the facist regimes since the end of the war,
particularly through movies, ·
"When you look at war movies," he said, "a l'ot of
them seem to stress the .efficiency of the Getman ariny
and you wonder Why they lost. But in reality the
democracies were much better equipped to mobilize
armies. Facist regimes are by their nature irrational
and part of the reason for their defeat was that they
helped defeat themselves."
He said even recent films snch as the highly rated
television movie "Holocaust" have generated false
ideas abounhe war.
·"We want to explain the war the way i.t was,''
Kramer said, "certainly World Wf!.r II Was a necessary
war. It really was a war that saved whatever is good
about civilization.''
Another reason for the course, he said, is that there
are still many unanswered questions about the war.
"There are a lot of questions. that I don't think most
people can answer," he said. "For instance, why did
the Japanese attack Pearl Harbor? Why did they think
the could wipe oUt the American fleet and win the
war? Or why did Hitler attack Russia?"

Division asks
later campus
shuttle run
UNM's Division of Continuing
Education is trying to persuade the
University to continue shuttlebus
serVice to the north campus later at
nightthan it does now.
Running the shuttle later would
help alleviate the campus parking
problem by encmlraging more
people to park in the north campus
parking lots,. said Assistant Dean
Pat Hauser.
Most of the continuing education
classes are held at night at UNM,
she said.
She said the division intends to
discuss the problem with University
Vice-President Marvin Johnson.

of Lee Landscaping.
Approval of the projcect bid is
presently pending the normal in·
vestigation dorte by the architect's
office and is nearly completed.
"We could possibly sign the
contract Tuesday," said Lee.
Provisions of the contract will
include the planting of various trees
and shrubs, and irrigation system
and f!. sprinkler system.
Two alternatives include an
automated sprinkler system installation of sod.
The project encompasses about a
one-acre area surrounding the law
school building.
[daho locusts, Pondersa pines,
Mimosa's and Voliana poplars will
be the types of trees used on the
project, said Lee.
Photina shrubs, 306 juniper tams
arid spreading Pfitzer junipers have
also been selected lor the Bratton
Hall area.
Phase two of the project, says
J ohrts, "has not been determined
yet. This i~ a iatge area that has not
been taken care of as yet," he
continued.
Completion of the project should
occut within 60 days of contract
approval. 'I'he entire project may
not be completed unlilthe spring of
1979, said Johns because of a
shortage of funds.

•
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Court opens docket for new term
Washington (\!PI)
The
Supr~mc <'ourt opened its 1978-79
term today by agreeing t<l take up
<.:~I'C\ involving the ri!~hls of
pri . . oncr~,
motorit,ls,
music
broadcaswrs, and criminal \us peels
whmc o!Tices arc hugged by the
i' IlL

1he high <.:ourt i\wed orders on
more than HOO cases as the justices
returned to their velvet-draped
courtrnom lor the first time since
last July.
'lllCy unnounccd they will hear
arguments and rule later this term
on a wide range of issues, including
wlwther police may randomly stop
motorist'> in their ears just to check
their driver's license (\Od auto
rcj!,istration.
The
Delaware

Supreme Court snys such a practkc
violutc~ I he Con>titution.
'I he court also agreed to consider
whether a j utlgc\ order approving
a wiretap or hidden microphone
implieiliy authorize\ a break,in or
~cerci entry by federal agent> to
install them. 'file government say'>
it doc;, and had urged the high
court not to get. involved in that
question.

- What kind of conditions
pri.soncrs being held for trial may
be subjected to, The court will
review a swcering order that
conditions be improved at the
Modern Metropolitan Correction
Center, where many such federal
pri.soncrs from New York and New
Jersey arc held before ttial.

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol.83

- The constitutionality of a
Georgia law that allows a mother to
~uc for damages in the wrongful
death or her illegitimate child, but
denies wch a right to the father.

At the same time, the court
promised to review rulings
requiring Mobile, Ala., to scrap its
commission ror of government under which no black had ever been
elected - and to hold elections for
a mayor and counsil instead.
In addition, the court:

In another major case, the court
agreed lo review a lower-court
ruling that a blanket license to
perform any of millions of
copyrighted mLlsical works is illegal
price fixing.

- Turned down a government
appeal claiming the Federal
Occupational Safety Law bars an
employer from firing a worker for
refusing to perform a task under
high-danger conditions.

The court also will review Federal
Communications Commission rules
making it easier for the general

-Refused to reconsider a ruling
allowing police with warrants to
make
suprise searches
of

newsrooms and other places where
no one is suspected ora crime.
- Let stan<;l. a ban on what the
government considered to be false
advertising by egg producers that
eggs do not increase the risk of

unsigned

heart attacks.
Turned down Rev. Sun
Myung
Moon's
Unification
Church's appeal on its efforts to
bring aliens to the United States for
missionary training.

By DONNA BINNEWEG
ASUNM
President
Mimi
Swanson has refused to sign the
Elections Commission bill passed
by the Senate at last Wednesday's
meeting, and will address the
Senate about this bill at this
Wednesday's meeting.

Refused to consider a
ch.allenge by some Colorado
residents of Gerald Ford's Sept. 8,
1974 pardon of former President
Rich.ard Nixon ..
- Turned aside challenges to
Utah's Capti~II Punishment Law
and set aside the death sentence of
an Arizona inmate.

The pill didn't appear on the
9/27 agenda, and Swanson alleged
that she was not noli lied that the
bill was to come before the senate
that night.
Senator Eric Lucero, co-sponsor
of the bill, said, "The President has
had three-months to make
recommendations on the bill. She
has refused to cooperate. I think
this shows a lack of leadership on
her part.".

John Paul's niece seeks autopsy

No.32

'flu: New

Mexico L\11111 l.ul11 ts publhh(•d
M1mdny thrmJJ<!h FridJay cvl'ry n•gular W\.'t'k
uf t.lw tJnivt•rs.ity y1~ar und Wl'l~kly durh1~ tlw
.~umnlt'r S~..~inn hr tht• Hm~rd of Studl'llt
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Nt•w Mt'lictl 87131 Suh~erJptlm1 n•h' h
:t.Hl 00 ror thl'u(,'.udt•nlic-yt·ur.
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Vatican City (UP])- Torrenti~ll
rains Monday forced Vatican
officials to draw up alternate plans
for the funeral of Pope John Paull
while the dang of stonemasons'
hammer> chipping a lomb for the
)ate ponti fl' C\lmpetcd with chants
being sung !'or the repose of his
soul.
In the apostolic palace, cardinals
ignored the driving rains sweeping

,.••••.•••••••••••.,
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publk to use cable television
channels in the nation's largest
broadcast markets.

·- Whether the convictions of
1wo accused murderers should be
set aside because the forman of the
grand jury that indicted them was
chosen in a racially discriminatory
wnv.

Senate bill

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES ILETRASET I FORMATI I CHARlPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPUESIDRAFTII\IG SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 Cant111l A'M. SE, AlbUquerque, Nil 87106 I 505·265-3733
At ROSS ~ROM JOHNSON GYM

CO.l\ICEPTIONS

St. Peter's and decreed that John
Paul's funeral Wednesday would be
held outdoors in the vast square as
planned.
However, Vatican workmen
wcren' t taking any chances and
began selling up barricades and
platforms inside St. Peter's
Basilica.
"We have to protect ourselves,"
said one foreman. "If it's raining
Wednesday like it is today it's clear
the funeral will be held inside.''
St. Peter's Basilica hols only
30,000 persons whereas hundreds
of thousands were expected to
attend the funeral of the smiling

pope who died suddenly of a heart
attack Thursday after only 34 days
on the throne of St. Peters.
In the late pontiff's mountaintop
hometown, Canale D' A gordo,
John Paul's niece Amalia Luciani
joined the controversy over the
Vatican's refmal to contluct an
autopsy.

collapse," she said. "But only an
autopsy would be able to furnish
answer to that question."
Vatican radio apologetically
corrected it Friday broadcast that
said John Paul had died while
reading the book "Imitation or
Christ" by Thomas A. Aquinas, a
13th century monk.

"In my family almost no ooe
believes it was a heart attack that
killed my uncle," the 23-year-old
midwife said. "He never had heart
trouble or any illnesses of that
kind."
"l think it was simply a

"We are now able to say with
certainty that the pope, when found
dead, was holding between his
ha.'ds a batch of papers containing
his personal writings such as
homilies, speeches, reflections and
various remarks,'' the radio said.

!le

Hunt satd that
attended the
Steering and Rules Committee
meetings when the bill was addressed. He said, "because so many
meetings had to be cancelled for
Jack of quorum, the committee only
covered the first five pages of the
14-page bill, then rushed it to the
senate for approval before this
fall's general election."

World News
Viol~nce
BEl RUT, Lebanon (UP!) Syrian
troops and Christian militiamen
battled across a 17-mile front
Monday in the most savage rocket,
mortar and artillery bombardments
in three years of civil strife. Israeli
jets crossed into Lebanon.
Prime Minister Selim AI Hoss
deplored the "scenario of insane
violence" and President Elias
Sarkis called for a new coalition
government to reconcile Lebanon's
warring factions.
But right·wing Christian former
President Camille Chamoun
Demanded Sarkis resign .
In southwest Lebanon, two

formations of six Israeli jets flew
over the Palestinian-dominated
port of Sidon, drawing guerrilla
anti-aircraft bursts, residents said.
None of planes was hit, they said,
The reason for the overflight was
not immediately apparent, but
Israel had in the past said. it would
not stand idly by in the event of
"massacre" of its Christian militia
allies.
Residents of both East and West
Beirut said the bombardments that
shattered a day-old cease-fire were
more intense than anything Beirut
had experienced even at the height
of the 1975-76 civil war.

Everard and co-signed by Bishop
Abel Muzorewa, a black member of
the government's ruling Executive
Council.
The order gave no specific reason
for the move. It said only that the
papet and any other publication
produced by the gtotlp that owns
the Times are "likely to be contrary
to the Interests of public safety or
security."

"The shelling is continuing," one
resident of a hill town overlooking
the capital said by telephone. "All I
can see is fire and' black smoke
coming out of Ashrafiya (the main
Christian sector of East Beirut)."
In the capital, shell duels continued into Monday evening despite
Sarkis' announcement.
Accurate casualty figures for
unavailable, but Christian rightist
officials said 39 people had been
killed and more than 220 wounded
on Monday alone.
The toll since the latest heavy
round of fighting began 10 days ago
was conservatively estimated to be
at least I 00 dead and 500 wounded,
not including "heavy" Syrian
casualties.
The battles raged over a 17-mile
front, including Beirut and its
suburbs, the hilly region to the east,
Christian villages along the toast
and the mountains north and east
ofthedty.
·
The fighting came only a day
after President Carter and U.N.
Secretary General Kurt Waldheim
appealed in a joint statement appealed to all sides to observe a
cease-fire.

Commission chairperson will be on
the committee.
"I think that the two senators
typing the bill made amendments as
they typed it," said Hunt.
HUnt was in the ASUNM office
at 4 p.m. on Wednesday when the
bill was being typed.
"Senator Fisher told me at that
time that the bill would be in
committee for two more weeks,
even though he and Hernandez
were typing it for that night's senate
meeting."

Kiva

$1.00
on sale in:
Marron Hall Room 105
or
On the Mall

Contact: Professor Richard Griego
Department of Mathem.atics and Statistics

Hum. 417- Ph. 277-4643

•••

•••

A video concert-large screen
abstract v.ideo in stereo-will be
shown tonight at 7:30 and 8:15 at
the Law School in room 2402 for
free. There will be limited seating
and persons arriving late will not be
seated. If there is a high demand the
conert will be shown at later times.

•••

NOW HERE THIS EDiTORIAL SUBMISSIONS POLICY: An)"

chBnurtJd organllatlon or campus 9raup may submit an·
nolincomont:r of events or speclaf menrlnus to lhil
JUIWsroom, Room 138. Mailon HaiJ. Tha Lobo '(iiJI nttompt to
pubf/$h not/cas thtJ duy befotrJ and the iJey Q( tha .moutlng

hilt NO GUARANTEE OF PUOUCA"TION IS Ml'oDE. Tho

oclltofs suggost that group5 wishing to ptibtlcfle Tmporwnt
!.!Vents purcllttSe opproprlatil advrutlslng to gtJBromao
pubfk:atlon •

Garth Clark, historian and
published authority on the ceramic
arts, will give an illustrated public
lecture titled "Star-Spangled Clay"
tonight at 8 in room 2018 of the
Fine Arts Center. Admission is
free.

Interested science students arc
invited to gather in room 134 of the
Honors Center on Wednesday from
noon to I to meet and discuss Dr .
Suzanne Weissman, a chemist at
Lovelace, ITRI. Bring your lunch.

'
Tickets now on sale at Popejoy Hall
and all TicketMaster Outlets
Call 277-3121 for more information
No Phone Orders Please
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Tonight

8:15p.m.
Tickets: 58°11 57°0 55°0
Faculty Staff & Student Price: s4oo saso s2so

The Cultural Program Committee
-wfli'i !ht ~rnitsf ·adnnu in tolling' -pipt;s
Iince ~I uti et_tft 1v•.. wide Plplr !'liS a
1Uinlt.. tlltl ""' ''Duln In", Mtkll rolllniJ
fatllr, _Sinll ·as i1s awn llollflt', lncrldlbty
convtnltnr, 75 paptra, $3.DO: 1!10 lti,II'S;
15. 75, Include stamged_.. utl-tiifllltd
tnni•P•· _Mon•v b1c11 ~u•r•n••· .fletlll In•
qu<rltl •~como.
Get Wired
501. Ac~ull M•Cire; S1nti· Fl

Trailblazers will meet tonight at the
Chi Omega house at 7.

There will be a meeting for all
SPURS members tonight at 7:30 in
the SUB. This is the last chance to
bring your dues.

$\eitt
\m,\ti%
"

Work With Faculty on Research Projects.
Good Salary, Tuition and Fees, Extras.

UNM's Creative Magazine

ntght an~ clecicled to add these two whiskey bottles as
decoration.

mow

Minority Undergraduates
w.o~k. with faculty on research projects. Good salary,
tmtwn and fees, travel.
We seek minority juniors and seniors with at least 3.0 CPA
who are interested in teaching or research careers in
biomedical, behavioral, or health-related fields. Candidates
should have had at least calculus, Selected students will participate in projects in anthropology, biology, or mathematics.

~omeone disagreed with the design of the Kiva/ate Sunday

capped

The Elections Commission bill
has been revised because of
scandals in the spring 1977 and
I 978 elections. In 1977, there was a
scandal over the tabulation of the
ballots, in 1978, over the candidates
financial statements and the
dueprocess rights of the candidates.
The new bill delineates the rules
of the commission. lt also provides
a special committee to oversee the
regulations made by the commission.
"The once non-political Elections Commission has now been
made political with the creation of
the Special Committee. The bill just
adds more to the ever-growing
bureaucracy,'' said Swanson.

KING PHOTO

i

plagues Mideast

Black paper banned
SALISBURY,
Rhodesia
(UP!) Rhodesia's
biracial
government Monday banned the
Zimbabwe Times, the only daily
newspaper catering to black
readers.
The decree prohibiting further
publication . of the newspaper was
announced by the government and
signed by Rhodesia's acting
president Lt. CoL (Ret.) Henry

1

''Some of the amendments which
we agreed upon," said Hunt, "were
nut carried over into the final bill
which appeared before the senate."
One example is in the composition
of the Special Committee created to
provide a check on the Elections
Commission.
Hunt said that it was agreed upon

in the Steering Committee that two
commission members would be on
the Special Committee. The bill
states that only the Elections

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

"Brilliant imagination!'; says the
Ban Francisco Chronicle.
''Marvelously inventive!;, says the
Los Angeles Times.
"MUST be experie~ced!" says Saturday Review.

"EXJRAVAGANI' 1HEA,..ICALI1'Y"
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I
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Eyeburn irritates swimmers

!'JJ! ;1 ~JJ!~!J-!:!J
JJ~J.LJ

l!)J.H;

Editorial

Hy TORI WOOLF
Many swimmer1 have said that
the problem of eye burn at the UNM
pools is more severe now than in the
past. Eyegoggles provide a simple
solution to the problem said
technician Suzanne Kenney.

BC)GlJS NEWS SERVICE

Kenney, a UNM senior enrolled
in intermediate swimming, said that
she has been swimming at the UNM
pool for three years. She .said she
started wearing goggles last spring
when it got so bad that she couldn't
study after swimming.

A loctJI rodoo a fiCUHlado nlam) to "rndBflno the concept of team·

'"P"l<l" nnxt ynnr lly 1mportmn Capo buffalo from the wilds of the

Kim Fischer, a regular user of the
pool, said that she started wearing
goggles last spring. "All of a
sudden it was terrible," she said. "I
could1i't drive my car after I went
S\~·imming,"

Sam Jones, manager of the pool,
said that the chlorine and ph levels
arc exactly the same now as they
were last year. He said that it is the
ph level that causes the problem not
the chlorine.
Roy Fox, swimming pool
technician, said llHll the chlorine

and ph levels arc controlled bl' a
complex
electronic monitor-ing
system. He snid they also do hand
tests five times a day. Fox said that
the pool is .elso checked once a week
by a city inspector.

2500 persons use the pool each day.
He said that the bodv secretions of
that many person~ conltibutes
f!l'l'tl! ly to the eye burn problems.
FO,\ said, "The pool i.s not a public
bath."

l'or women in the lo,·kcr romn in tht·
olympk pool huildinf!. Slu,wcrs arc

hn suid that if even half of the
Fox said the problem is caused by
dirt und body secretions tlntt persons usin!! the pool \\OUid take
combine with the chemicals in the "'oap ~howc-r."' lx~l'ore entering the
water. He saiu that 95 per cent ol' pool the ptoblem \\OU!d be greatly

available in tlte locket rooms 111
Johnson !l)'ll1, by the entranct' to
the old pool and mnsitle the
olympic pool on the pat in.

the problem wuld be eliminuted if
everyone would take a soap shower
before entering. the pe>ol. He said
that dur>ng the summer 2000 to

Disabled veterans increase mobility

VA trains disabled drivers
DOONESBURY

Letters

The courses also are available at
38 of the other 172 VA medical
centers.
VA Administrator Max Cleland,
himself a triple amputee and a
graduate of such training, says,
"The handicapped have found that
the ability to drive a car makes
accessibility to the everyday world
much more of a reality."

A different play

CRIME$4RTERS
A Gourmet Guide for Creative Anarchists
Police this week are searching for a man described differently by
different witnesses.
Police believe he is a master of disguise and shoe heights because the
technique for each crime is the same ... only the description varies.
The man has his height estimated anywhere from 5 foot 7 to 6 foot 3
and he weighs anywhere from 145 pounds to 350 pounds, police say.
The technique for the crimes never varies he is spotted in different
places.
In the last complaint received by police, the suspect was running a
carnival game.
The object of the game was to throw an oversized softball, a bit
smaller than a basketball, into a quart milk bottle, witnesses told police.
The complaint came shortly after police were finished investigating
another one of his crimes without luck at apprehending the scoundrel.
That crime, police weeped, consisted of a game in which the contestant was forced to stand on his head and throw darts at a moving
piece of lead.
The darts were described by police as having dull poihts and the darts
had to be thrown with the victims' mouth at twenty-feet from the piece
of lead.
The alleged culprit was last sighted at the State Fair, but police said it
is impossible to determine who the man is without a full set of toe
prints.
Police are still investigating the crimes perpetrated by the person.
Persons attending the fair, police shouted, should be on the look-out
for one game in particular.
That game is called "duck."
Police say individuals participating in this game are dressed as ducks
and mounted on a revolving platform.
For one dollar, the contestant must duck as he rotates in front of a
backdrop While the criminal takes shots, using either a .44 magnum or a
sawed"off shotgun.
The contestant is always the loser in this one, police say.
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Editor:
I wonder whether Daniel Gibson saw the same play as we did - if so
he must have slept through much of the Vortex's production of Lillian
Hellman's play, the Chi'ldren's Hour.
Not only do I find it scandalous that he ruined the impact of Miss
Hellman's powerful play by giving a rundown of the plot - but if he had
to do such a thing, why couldn't he do it accurately?
It was Rosalie, not Peggy, who was forced to support Mary's accusal
of the teachers' "unnatural" practices, Holly Hodo put in such a potent
portrayal as Rosalie, I don't see how he could have confused the two
rules.
Miss Hellman worte the play in the mid-1930s not in the 1940s.
Really, Mr. Gibson - if you must give us background information, why
don't you check its accuracy? All it takes is a quick look at the encyclopedia - at least.
Enough of complaints- I found Mr. Gibson's review the low point in
an otherwise consistently well-conceived arts section. Keep up the
good work, Mr. Wesbrook.
Margaret Saavedra

He said that since VA more than
doubled its number of driver
education centers in 1976, more
than 4,500 disabled veterans have
been referred for this specialized
training.
Veterans and military personnel
with service-connected disabilities

who receive VA grants for an
automobile or van are eligible for
driver
training.
However,
authorization may be extended to
others eligible for VA medical care

if it is c\etermined to be m'edicallv
justified by VA st~ndards Cleland

Ford to Tokyo
TOKYO (U PI) Former
President Gerald Ford will travel to
Japan next March at the invitation
of the Kansai Telecasting Corporation as part of the network's
20th anniversary celebrations, it
was announced Monday.
The Osa ka"based television
network said Ford will give a
number of lectures and appear on a
television program in Tokyo and
Osaka.
·
"We invited Mr. Ford, whose
career has carried him to the very
pinnacle of international politics, to
discuss fully the current state of and
prospects
for
Japan-U.S.
relations," the network said in a
statement.
Ford became the first president in
office to visit Japan when he made
an official visit here in November

said.
Veterans can apply for this
training at any VA rcJliOnal office
or VA medical center, A member
of the armed forces must be
referred to VA by an authorized
official of his or her branch.

Neuro biology seminar
second session slated

The Research Allocations Committee (RAC) of UNM has announced
funds arc now available for faculty grants in support of researcl1 or other
creative work for the academic year and/or summer.
Applications, which wiiJ be accepled until funds run out, should conwin

Alireza said that in the meantime, "his majesty is not sitting idly
by. He is conducting the business of
sta:c. He is too active a man to 5it
idle."
The ambassador also reported
the monarch has been comfortable
at the clinic. "He has his family
with him and that helps." Alireza
said the King is "extremely happy
in Cleveland.''
Late Monday, the clinic issued a
very brief statement saying, "The
condition of King Khalid remains
satisfactory as his medical
examinations continue."
Khalid, who suffered a massive
heart attack in 1970 and underwent
heart surgery at the clinic in 1972,
was scheduled to be operated on
Saturday. The cold forced a delay.

Keeping active

by Garry Trudeau

CLEVELAND (UP!) - Saudi
Arabian King Khalid cannot
complete· an exhaustive series of
cardiac tests at the Cleveland Clinic
until he get$ over a cold that he has
had since leaving Saudi Arabia last
week.
Saudi Arabian Ambassador to
the United States Ali Alireza said
Monday once the tests are finished,
Khalid is expected to undergo
coronary bypass surgery.

With t.he exception of medical school staff, all faculty members with the
rank of mstructor or above are entitled to apply to the commiHee for the
individual grant-in-aid research.
Generally the maximum size of individual grants has been limited to
$1500.

Are you lonely?
We're here to f1~·ten

FM 94

AM 61

AGORA
277-3013

~treet ~ub
CORONADO
CENTER
The Fun Place For
•
•
•
•

Hot Overstuffed Sandwiches
Sup.er Chef Salads
Fantastic Nachos
Outstanding Drinks

featuring
"The Best Service in Town"

Give and take
BELLEVILLE, ILL (UP!) Benjamin L. Hooks, a minister and
executive director of the NAACP,
says the scriptures have a message
for democrats who do not respond
to the needs of blacks.
"Our heavily Democratic
Congress has failed to live up to its
proirtises/' Hooks said. "But we
will have to say to our Democratic
Congress, as Job said, 'The Lord
giveth, and the Lord taketh away.'
and we shall take it away if you
don't give it to us."
Hooks, of Memphis, Tenn.,
spoke sunday night at a dinner of
the East St. Lo\iis Branch of the
NAACP.

The appli~at!on should also contain a brief statement of the proposed
problem; a ltstmg of other source~· of support for the applicmH's research
program; and the fiscal year in which funds will be expended.
Committee policies specify that individual grants-in aiel of resernch for
an academic ;•ear arc awarded for the purcha1c of supplies and equipment,
for pertinent travel, and for services directly required to complete a defined
proJect.

<t!:btl5ta

1974.
The network said Ford will be
accompanied by his wife Beity and
daughter Susan.

th~ na'?e of the applicant, rank, department, number of years at the

~mvcrstty, amount of RAC grants for the previous five years, and date; the
t1tle of proposed rese~rch; amount of funds requested with an itemization
of pr?posed expend!lures including quanitity and unit cost of labor,
matenals and reproduction services.

The second in a series of seminars development of the cerebral corand discussions on theoretical tex," Shlaer said.
"This seco'mi program will inneurobiology being offered by the
clude
a proposal for a series of
UNM biology department will be
experiments to test the hypothesis
held Oct. 3.
The programs are being of how a single cell, and thereby a
whole brain, might learn."
presented by Dr. Robert Shlaer,
The program will also include a
adjunct professor of biology at
brief
summary of the theory for
UNM.
those
who were not present at the
The topic of the second program
first
seminar.
will be "Cellular Mechanisms of
The program will be held at 3:30
Learning."
p.m.
in Room 167 of the Biology
"In the first meeting, J presented
Building at UNM. lt is free and
a simple theory to account for the
interested persons are invited to
influence of the environment on the
attend.

About people

Missing the point
Editor:
I aim the following at Mr. Smith and Mr. Roberson. (May I call you
James and Dave?) I thought your letters addressed to me Sept. 27 were
great, and though you each completely missed my point, I don't want
that to discourage you.
At most, I watch four hours of TV per week, mostly Star Trek and
Saturday Night Live, I watched Battlestar Ga/actica because I'm a sci-fi
freak, because I saw Star Wars three times and because it Was billed as
the most expensively-done program ever. I didn't even see the end of it,
because I thought it was dull. I don't even know why I'm defending
myself here, 'because you both jumped on my case for watching TV
above anything else, and that's not my trip at all. I was making a
comment on the treaty, period.
I may have been wrong. The treaty may resolve a lot of things. But
regardless of hope, (that emotion that didn't even have enough ehergy
to escape from Pandora's box with the rest), I continue to entertain the
notion that human nature cannot be changed by something as minor as
words on paper. Did you read Animal Fatm? Do you remember if the
pigs were smiling throughout the latter part of the book? Smiling like
Jimmy Carter was that night,
·
·
You say, James, that Carter and the rest risked a lot signing that
treaty. 1 can see how Begin and Sadat did, but what did Jimmy Carter
risk, a boost in his popularityin the Gallup Polls?
You ask me, James, whether I think the Parents of the war dead or
the army in Israel think the treaty was bult i dunno. I dunno if the
American Indians who signed those peace treaties with our ever-so
beneficent government thought it was bull, but they should've. You
also asked why I didn't go get a beer. Well, it was Sunday the treaty
was signed, dummy, and they don't sell packaged liquors on Sundays.
What the treaty reminded me of in my own metaphorical way was a
bunch of cells getting together and deciding not to get cancer. It's fine
and dandy until the cancer cells start looming off in the distance.
David Roberson's letter contained a logical question at least. He
wanted to know what alternatives I'd offer to the treaty. I don't have
one. Elut just because someone doesn't know how to cook himself
doesn't mean that he should hesitate to tell the chef that there's
something that looks like peanuts inside of the matzo balls and that the
chicken fat tastes more like petroleum.
We'll all see how wei[ the treaty works, I'm giving you hopefuls the
benefit of the doubt, so do the same with us cynics.
Mark Mandel

They may never be threats at the
Indy 500 but many severly disabled
veterans are becoming a lot more
mobile because of special driver
training courses offered at Veterans
Administration Medical Center in
Albuquerque.

llc said thllt one pn1blem
is that there arc IHl shower facilities

Faculty research
Funds available

A1ru.an r;ontuwnt.

Chadwick Fishor, p;nt-time UNM student, believes the use of cape
buffalo will"rnvoluuonitethe rodeo game."
Tlw Capo buffalo, native to central and southern Africa, weighs up to
2,flOO pounds and may have horns spreading out to a width of six feet
wlwn fully grown.
Fisher said the buffalo would be used in calf roping, bull-dogging and
hull ridin11 competitions.
"Those baswrds'll really make the cowboys hump," Fisher laughed.
"They {the cowboy) will feel like they got hold of a Mack truck with no
brnkos."
Fisher said he planned to have the buffalo shipped here on ocean
freighters and unloaded at the .Rio Bravo docks south of Albuquerque.
Tho buffalo, which are fond of water and empty wastelands would be
stored in tho UNM duck pond or in La Posada, Fisher said.
Fisher outlined his plans, saying, "If they catch on here we'll try to
sell them to some of Mexico's fancier bull rings. After all, you can never
have too much bull."

1educetl.

Live Entertainment
Nightly

Open 11:30 a.m.

No Cover Ever!

After mall hours use outside entrance
FUN • FOOD • ENTERTAINMENT
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LA Rams

Port 1: Current Affairs

Sign
Dennard

Preston Dennard

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
Cash Daily!!!
Laborers,
Dom.estlcs,
Clerical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have tran·
sportation and phone
'1200Sar~ Pedro

NE

262·1946

Parking in reot

J·ormer Lobo wide receiver
l'rc>ton Dennard ha.> been .ligncd
by ilw Lo.> Angclco Rams, a Ram
>rokesman said.
U NM
oports
information
director .J olln Gonzales said he
received a call from Dennard
Monday and Dcnn<trd told him the
contract was for three ycaf5.
The Ram spokesman denied that
Dennard had signed one-game
contracts for the Rams' first three
games. The spokesman said the
New Orleans game W(IS the first
game Dennard had played in since
he was cut during preseason
training camp.
"We're working him in as a wide
receiver, but he'll sec some duty on
the
specially
teams,"
the
spokesman said.
Guard Ed Fulton was injured,
which created an opening on the
Rams roster.
Dennard was signed originally as
a free agent by the Rams before
being put on a waiver.
Dennard holds the UNM record
for both career receptions and
career pass reception yardage with
142 passes caught and 2257 total
yards during his four-year
collegiate career.

By JULIE NEWCOMB

Coach Says
Lobos Ready
UNM head football coach Jlill Mandt said he expects his team to improve in Saturday's game against
the Wyoming Cowboys.
Mandt, speaking at the weekly press luncheon
Monday, .1aid, "We expect to play better next week.
We have plenty to motivate us to beat Wyoming.
We've out·played them the last two years and lost."
Last year Wyoming beat the Lobos 23-21 and the
year before that the Cowboys pulled out a 24-23 win.
Mondt said that during last week's 27-23 loss to
Brigham Young, "We did a lot of things better than
we ever have.''
"We played hard all the way through. We're all
disappointed that we didn't win , ... but we can't do
a tht ng about that," he said.
"We got out-executed. They had the ball too long in
that second half," he said.
Marc Wilson, JlYU quarterback, was able to
complete ten of eleven passes m the last quarter in the
Cougars' come-back win.
Mandt said, "Jt takes a lot of effort to come back
after a loss like that, but we'll be ready."

BYU quarterback Marc Wilson

Hawaii Accepted Into WAC

--~-···

ATTENTION!
ATHLETES AND OTHERS
WITH ATHLETES FOOT
If our examination confirms that you have a fungous in·
fection of the skin of your feet, you can:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Maybe get rid of your infection
3. Earn a volunteer fee

The Division of Dermatology of the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine needs 75 volunteers with
athletes foot to help us test the effectiveness of a new
antifungal agent.
Patients who are pregnant or under '18 years of age will
not be eligible for the study.
To determine if you qualify, report to the UNM Student
Health Center between 9:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. on
Saturday, 30 September 1978.
For further information, call Dr. Becker or Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.

ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

The Western Athletic Conference
Hawaii was notified in 1977 by
Western Regionals held at Aloha
Presidents' Council voted to accept the council that the WAC would
Stadium two years ago set financial
the University of Hawaii into consider the Rainbow Warriors as a
and attendance records.
member provided certain criteria
membership effective July I, 1979.
complete
round-robin
A
Council chairman Dr. William E. were met and a deadline of July I,
basketball schedule including
Dav.is,
president of UNM, 1979 was placed on the institution.
Hawaii already has been adopted
"I was part of a survey team in
anounced the results oft he telepone
for the 1979-80 and 1980-81 seasons
1974 invited by university officials
conference call.
and in football the Warriors have
"We are delighted to announce to look at their overall program and
six conference games scheduled for
the addition of the University of its institutional control," said
1979 and will qualify for the title
Hawaii," Dr. Davis said. "We WAC Commissioner Stan Bates.
immediately,
especially have been impressed with "Since that time Hawaii has made
Hawaii now becomes the eighth
the positive effort displayed by amazing forward strides in all areas
member of the revamped WAC.
Hawaii lately and after a recent of thci r program as well as inNevada, Las Vegas in 1977 also was
survey of their program feel certain creased facilities. The compresented certain conditions to
they will continue to progress and petitiveness of their teams in all
meet with hopes of joining the
reflects
these
imbe a viable member of the con- sports
WAC. The Rebels have until 1 uly I,
provements."
ference.''
i980 to reach the criteria.
"I am certain they will make a
The membership becomes effective July I, 1979, provided solid contribution to the WAC in
Hawaii's probationary status with all conpetition and will become a
the NCAA is concluded, Davis very attractive member," Bates
added.
added.
Part of that forward look was
exhibited this football season with a
record 40, 70 I crowd for the first
Co-ree softball, with fiVe women
horne game in the 50,000-seat and five men to a side, is starling
Aloha Stadium.
another intramural season. The
Hawaii has taken steps to entries for this popular co·rec event
upgrade the on-campus practice are due today in the Intramural
and workout facilities and is office room 230 of Johnson Gym.
constructing a new building to
Games will be played in the
handle those activities. A total of afternoon starting next week.
$12.2 million is being spent on the
Also the entries for badminton
project which \vill aid npt only
Three weeks ago the UNM men's intercollegiate athletics but physical singles and table tennis singles are
due today.
rugby team cancelled a r:natch with
education classes and intramurals.
the University of Wyoming because
A managers/participants meeting
Dick Tomey is in the second year
the Cowboy squad needed time to
will
be held for all three ev~nts at 4
as football boss at Hawaii and has
practice and get into shape.
the Warriors headed in the right p.m. on Th.ursday. The Co-ree
That cancellation came back to direction. Basketball under coach softball meeting will be in room 230
haunt the Lobos when Wyoming Larry Little enjoyed a fine (Intramural office) and badminton
shut out Saturday a short-handed recruiting season. Jlaseball is a top and table tennis will be held in
Lobo A-side 22-0 in Laramie.
draw nationally and the NCAA room 154.
'rhe.loss, the second in three days
for the ruggcrs, dropped the Lobos
to 0-4 on the season and it was the
fourth shutout against them. The
Lobo's have been outscored 77-0
BOSTON (UP!)- 'rhc New York Yankees won the American League
this season.
east championship Monday, beating the Boston Red Sox 5-4.
Only 12 players rnade the road
A three-run horner by Bucky Dent, who bats last in their lineup, came
tdp and the Lobes were especially with tWo out in the seventh and wiped out a 2-0 Boston lead.
lacking in their line of backs
The victory, Which gave the Yankees their third straight American
because only one experienced back,
League east championship, noW pits them against Kansas City for the
Carl Hawkins, make the trip.
league championship in a three-game series starting Tuesday night. The
"WYoming called and said they winner of that match will play the Winner of the National League playoffs
couldn't give us a good game three
between Philadephia and Los Angeles. ·
weeks ago,'' Richard Brown said.
The win ended a pennant drive that started July 19 when the Yanke_es
"We had 25 guys ready to go then.
were 14 games behind the. then first-place Red Sox. The Yankees and the
This weekend was our open date
Red Sox ended the season With identical records and the playoff game went
and several guys had other plans.''
to Boston when the Red Sox won a coin toss to pick the playing field.
Among those who did not make
Dent's homer, only his fifth of the season, followed singles by Chris
the trip were Coaches Harvey
Chan bliss and Roy White.
Alexan,der and Dave Woodley.
After losing pitcher Mike Torrez, 16-13, walked Mickey Rivers, Bob
And, although Wyoming evened up
Stanley came on to relieve. Rivers, however, stole second and scored on
the sides, the lack of experience
Thurman Munson's double.
hurtUNM.
Jackson then knocked out Stanley with a leadoff homer in the eighth
"They gave us three gtlys but we
and after circling the bases, the .flamboyant slugger paused .in front of
had to play one shari in the second
Jankee owner George Steinbrenner's box and slapped his boss' hand in the
half when Tim Townsend was hurt
victory gestUre.
before the half,'' Brown :said.
The Red Sox scored two runs in the eighth to come within one run of a
"And even with the equal sides they
tie and had two men on base in the ninth when team captain Carl Yastr·
just picked us apart.''
zemski popped up for the last out.

Cowboys
Corral
Ruggers

IM Entries
Due Today

Yanks Win East

Ray Sherman
topic: "Energy! Somebody Do
Something."
Tue~day

October 3
8 pm in the Kiva

.....

Admission is FREE
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Channel five in Albuquerque,
KNME TV, is now in its twcntyfi rst year of broadcasting, and the
new season they have in store for
the viewers of PJlS is coming up
this week.
Public television in the past few
decades, has progressec;l admirably,
and has been dedicated to the basic
idea that television, as well as being
entertainment, can also be a tool to
educate and enlighten the general
public. Instead of maki<1g itselfand
arena for bothersome commercial
advertising and the usual parade of
violence, cheesecake, soap-operas
and sit-coms, the Public Broadcasting System has sought to use
television as a medium to present
new horizons and diverse constituencies, to teach, to entertain, to
present the images of the country
we live in with alacrity and
straightforwardness.
Public television appeals to the
individual rather than competing
for the attentions of a mass
audience, and at one time or
another, it seems to serve everyone.
The schedule of events on KNME
this fall can certainly be expected to
hold something for just about
everybody, with selections in the
arts, humanities, events currently in
the news, and programming for
children. Greg Peterson of KNME
points out that this season will
probably be somewhat like last
year, only better- and in looking
at fall's line-up, one can only agree
with him.
The Dick Cavett Show begins a
new season of interviews, with a
collection of interesting and
original people in public affairs,
arts, and entertainment, all
beginning on Monday. Cavett, an
informed, persistant, and disar·
mingly witty interviewer, premiered
on public television stations across
the country in October of 1977.
Now beginning his second year in
the public television spotlight,
Cavett says, "Being on PBS gives
me an opportunity to have the

richest possible mixture of guests
and subjects. Thls season, building
on the gratifying response the show
got last season l plan to take even
fuller advantage of that opportunity,"
In the past, Cavett's guests have
included Gwen Verdon dancing,
Norman and Gore Vidal debating,
Alberta Hunter singing the blues,
movies stars Sophia Loren,
Marcello Mastroianni, and Bruce
Dern talking abut their films and
their personal lives, and the
responsibilities of the press.
The upcoming year will have a
roster of guests just as diverse and
interesting - there will be panel
discussions, demonstrations by
artists, performances by dancers,
singers, and actors; and of course
the usual one-on-one in-depth
interview that Dick Cavett does so
well.
On Oct. 6, from 9 to 9:30p.m. an
informative new series will begin,
call Congressional Outlook, which
will concentrate primarily on the
issues that are constantly boiling on
the back burner of the United
States Congress. Patrick Tyler, an
award-winning reporter for the
St. Petersburg Times, · .in Florida,
will be the host of Congressional
Outlook.
Tyler's impressive
background of incisive investigative
reporting, and his comfortable onthe-air presence allows him to
present tlJC subject matter in a most
effective manner. The series will
challenge the viewer to take an
active part in the deliberations of
Congress that could have an impact
on his or her daily life. The decision
process requires an aware public.
Congressional Outlook will attempt
to provide the basic information
necessary for intelligent decisionmaking, and translate controversial
legislation into understandable
terms in an objective and nonpartisan presentation.
Also on the subject of the federal
government and how it operates, is
the new series F.Y .I (For Your

.
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Negotiations continue with representatives vf the freshm~ class
today as Unviersity administraters discuss possible alternatives for
- some of the more impractical freshman demands presented after last
Friday's duckpond takeover.
Friday, the freshman class advancd on the duckpond en masse
from all corners of the University, disassembled the "toothpick"
sculpture located there, and proceeded to surround duck island and
take 20 ducks and one goose hostage, The freshmen then built a large
bonfire made from boards taken from the duckpond bridge and
various strategic benches and one by one tossed their UNM IO's into
the roaring flames. After waiting nearly two and a half hours for
someone to notice their actions, the freshmen presented janitor Ernie
P. Chavez with a list of demands and with the threat that if their
demands are not rnet in 72 hours, they Would roast and eat one duck
per day.
.
·
So far no ducks have been eaten, but freshmen say, "We're not
kidding ~boUt them ducks. We won't take no for an answer.''
The list of demands include:
~That TV sets be installed in restrooms throughout the campus.
-That campus buildings be painted bright colors and be colorcoded for·easier freshman identification.
-That the bell curve be eliminated in favor of a blanket
Credit/Non Credit grading system. .
.
. ,
-That professors "-talk slower and more understandable Enghsh
using less big words and unknown concepts.
-That majors and minors be offered . in disco dancing,
skateboarding, frisbee throwing and galactic warfare.
.
.
.
-That textbook and supply prices be reduced by 2/3 of the1r
current costs and that pencils and pens and calculators be handed out
free to full-time students.
,
-That no more long, slow lines in the bookstore, the registration
center and Scholes Hall (especially the cashiers offices) beformed.
University spokesman Carl B. Bogey said "those higher up'' may
agree to perhaps one o~ two of the freshman demands (he ~idn't
specify which); but said the rest are clearly unworkable. "We mtend
to handle this situation with kid gloves, so to speak, and not repeat
those mistakes which our predecessors made a decade ago." Body
denies that any attempt has been made to pUt together an airborn
s.W.A.T. team composed of crows and cicadas, although rumors of
such retaliation have reached freshman ears.
"Anyone makes a wrong rnove, we don't .care if it's UNMPD,
crows or katydids, an' the ducks've bought it. We're saving the goose
for last, but don't think that We'll hesistate to waste him too, 'cause
we wouldn't," saidfreshrnan Abigail Hoffman.
Mark Mandel

Information) w111cl1 takes a
qualitative look at how Americans
relate to their government. Each 60minute F.Y.I. program will present
a problem shared by a significant
mtmbcr of citizens, and focus on
the federal agency which might be
expected to deal with the issue.
However, governmental issues
are not by any means the onl)'
subject claiming a spot on the
airwaves. Soundstage retttrns to
PBS this fall with a dramatic lineup of musical talent to captivate
and excite the senses. A few of the
featured guests on Soundstage this
autumn ·include Leo Sayer,
Emmylou Harris, .I ackson Browne,
Pablo Cruise, Ry Cooder, George
Benson, Chet Atkins, David
Am ram, Garland J effies, the
Spinners, Santana, Journey and the
Doobie Brothers, not to mention a
collection of multi-talented jazz
musicians as the Downbeat Jazz
Awards makes its second annual
appearance in December of this
year. Leo Sayer is the first guest on
Soundstage, which airs Oct. I 0.
Another series returns to
Channel Five this October that
attempts explanation and discovery
of the differences affecting U.S.
women and the men in their lives.
Now in its second season with PJlS,
Tt!rnabout explores the changes in
American life brought about by

women's ever-strengthening role in
today's society. The upcoming
progrnms on KNME deal with ;,ud1
pertinent
i;,suc>
as
sexual
harassment, altcmntivc WllYS of
delivering heal til services, safety on
the job, careers and chilr.lraising,
and the role of the fathct·.
Gcrri Lange returns as host in the
new season, and Felida Lowe acts
as a correspondent. Marie and
Donny, of Osmond family fame
will be featured in a special edition
dealing with the return of young
people to organi7cd religion.
The powerful and pervtlsive
inf1ucncc of television in this
countr)' will discussed by l'olll' of
the medium's most knowledgeable
spokespersons on "Direction '78:
Morality of Tc\~vision." Panelists
include former CBS newsman
Daniel Schorr, noted TV critic
Harlan Ellison, Norman Lear
Productions Executive Virginia
Carter, and former NBC President
Robert Mulholland. TV news

anchor lvlanin Agronsky host lite
group.
l:'llison, three-time winner of the
television industry's Writer's CJui!(l
Award for hi.1 screenplays, leads the
attack on the mediulJl. Relating his
backround in TV as "serving time
in the house of the dead," he says
that television per pet uatc" 4
concept of morality that "exists in
the mind of a redneck.
Public television docs not escape
comment. ".lust been usc something
is on public TV docs not make it
automatically good, just as
something being on a commercial
network docs not make it
automatically bad," Mulholland
stresses.

Grade Problems?
Complete Training
in Learning
Through Hypnosis
• cut studr lime
• imprOI'l' gradl' point

8H7 -0201 for Info.
18 yrs. r~xperiencc

Energetic
Lecturer In
Kiva Tonight
The Speakers Committee will
present Mr. Ray Sherman as
tonight's guest lecturer in the Kiva
at 8 p.m. Mr. Sherman's topic
tonight will be "Energy; Somebody
Do Something.''
Sherman is a native of Cleveland,
Ohio. He has bachelor degrees in
physics
and
mechanical
engineering, and a master's degree
in engineering mechanics. He has
also been a professional singer, and
during World War l1 was an undefeated boxing champion in the
Navy.
Admission to tonight's lecture is
free.

KUNm Toda_y
Tuesday, Oct. 3
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered"
7 p.m.; "The Home of Happy
Feet" (Western, folk)

Arts Events
Tuesday,oct.3 •
Dance; Bella Lewitzky Dance
Company, 8:15 p.m., Popejoy
Hall. Admission charge.
Lecture; Mr. Ray Sherman,
professional energy consultant on
''Energy:
Somebody
Do
Something," 8 p.rn., Kiva. Free
Wednesday, Oct. 4
Film; "'rhe Films of Gary
Doberman," Part 2, 8 and 9:30
p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
·charge. After the 9:30 showing,
Gary Doberman will be available to
discuss his films.
Thursday, Oct.
Film; The' Audubon Wildlife Film
Series, presents "Gifts of an

s

Eagle",
7:30
p.m.,
Admission
charge.
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offer . .21)').(1416.
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~UI'Ht llJNF-l!PS, $10. Yuu buy ('ilrlr,, lh'lb, 265,
•1054.
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UJ\I.I.OONIS'I'S ON CAMPUS v.·ho piau 10 t:tke

5 Asian

juniper
10 Tax experts:

Abbr.
14 Scot. port
15 Sugarworks:
West Indies
16 "- we
forgetu

17 Ship's
freight offi·
cer
19 Numerical
prefix
20 Stationary
21 Ending for
penta or

hexa
22 Barge
23 Bridge
response: 2

words
25 - jacket
26- do-well
30 Managed
31- - nails
34 River and
cartoonist
36 Bishop's hat
38 Nigerian
trille
39 Kind of gun
42 Distinctive
usage: Suffix
43 In reserve: 2

words
44 Girl's name
45 Lurched
47 Reprimand;
Slang
49 Departs
5D Ethiopian
prince
51 Surgeon;
Informal
53 Vessel
55 Hurry
56 Plaid
61 Entry fee
62 Take away
citizenship
64 British

£N;>.1SPE).

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
CADS.AL.AS

PROVO

AGEE~GORE

Ri.JMOR

DE;MAGO~+C

EMILE

I N U R

E·~~E
S T I MATES

S T A l NG

E D { IT 0 R

"HIIf'"
E V I C T

A l B A L

~

MISNO

ERS.PALER

ALLOT

ts"ecRIETIVE
T E AA
E V E S

L. I A N E
JLAMEO

ADDS

SEES

weapon

65 Singer Del·
Ia 66 Cleaving
tool
67 Mullltude
68 Miscalculated
69 Mate ani·
mals
DOWN
1 At a-: Be·
wi!dered
2 Border
3 California
county
4 Dill herb
5 Help
6- - rule
"7 N. Amer.
vine: 2
words

a.u--

We

Trust>~

9 Light
10 Nearer
11 Small sin
12 Concerning:
2 words
13 Pack neatly
18 Tenth of a
sen
24 Disney animal
25 Peeled
26 Lowest
point
27 Uneven
28 Counts off
29 Burglarize
31 That girl
32 Poplar
33 Soft drinks

35 Wild plums
37 Tire part
40 Boundary
41 Piano part
46 Dormant
48 Pockmarked
51 Stirrer
52 Auto
53 Strike
64 Familiar
with
55 Roll call response
57 Cleft
58 Edible
rootstock
59 Whit
60 It's to me!
63 Ibsen character

Union hassled
By BILL ROBERTSON
Negotiations continue today between UNM and the Communications
Workers of America for a new wage contract amid reports that union
employees are being harassed by supervisors.
The CWA represents almost half the University's maintcnartce and
food service personnel. They are bargaining for wage increases lo
combat escalating cost-of-living figures, now estimated at 7 per certt
annually.
University Physical Plant Director Floyd Williams said Wednesday
grievances have been filed alleging harassment of unionized employees
by their supervisors. However, he added, "No University employees
have ever been fired for union activities."
Narciso Gallegos, manager of labor relations for the University
Personnel Department, was also aware of grievances filed for
harassment of unionized employees. He said, "Ordinarily supervisors
aren't aware of who is in the union and who isn't. Sometimes they can
tell, though, by an employee's attitudes or his actions."
During negotations, grievances are filed but little action is taken,
"We go through the first and second steps of the grievance
!continued on page 51
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Funding limited
by student court

Fasltionable
Vests
A Fine Selection At

2916 Central S.E
266-9946
11·6 Mon.-Sat.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Waylt

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

---~-- Telephon,·.._~~~--

Ambulance transported Sclwen·
berg lo BCMC where doctors
worked on his injurie' for nHHe
than three hour' before releasing.
him.
Police said SdHlenberg apparently was not wearing safety
glasses at the time or 1he accident,

A R A
T E_lC (ti S
U L E
TIM/ED
S H 0 E T~
5 L. A IV E D
y A R ~

Classified Advertising Rates·
ISc per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Tenns Cash in advance

Enclosed $•~-~~· Plat'ed by

Attendants from Albuquerque

E S S E N

N 0 \E L

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo

-r.

An improperly luutdll'd umnu.tm"
based ~hemic-a\ wmpound shm"
ten.:-d iu. •.:onlainer ye.'-.tcrtlny, injuri!lg graduate >tudcnt hlct R.
Sdtt'CJlhcrp..
rhe aq:ident tWc'urrctl in a
second floor \aboratorv ol the
chemistry building. at ahn;tt3 p.m.
Polke said Schoenberg W<h
treated quickly by fire rescue
personnel fot 1\\lmCrtlU\ C'\1[; allt\
glass splint~rs in his eyes.

OLDTOWN

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLE

pan in Ihe upcoming fiesta are urgently needed. Call
Jim nt 277-5656, Projc;-et im ohco; photo documc11·
tation ofyourpaniclpmlon.
10/0(i
1~-II'ORT /\NT MEEiiNO fOR all englnecrinB
~tudenis ami rm:ully, O~:wbcr 6, 1~78, 3:00pm,
Phy~its I. & L 103, .-.pun~orcd by student clmpler,
New Me:-;ko Soc-iety of ProtC!<.~ion~l t~nginecrs

Please place. the foUowing dassified advertUement in the New Me:cko Daily
L?lm
times(s) beginning
.
, under the heading
(arcle om:): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-+, HoUsing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

student

Indian Jewelry

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL

Lomas at \\" ashinll!i•tnn • 265-8846

Blast
.InJures
..

Makers of Hand Mode

110 :ll'OU\Iic: Sllilar t\ith ca~e. $85. ljhone 2(,f~.R~8J
ttftcr Nmt,
J(l,()4

Casey Optical Co.

'

,- ~ '!-j. ;g::,;-uuws

KOSSII•R.I!iiSTYl.G."i, ()RIG. $23.5. Solomon 55S's,
mig. SiO. All c.xcclleut ~· S 150 rakes it. i\J~o. YlluiJ_Iu\

'10 AU organ Kit '3"
Call for !Am Prices on Hard
Snfl or Semi-Soft Lenses

~

tj!,lfT~ !-

1977 M.<i.IJ. WITJJ OVI.'IUJkJVE $4400.00. lUI3·
.~200 ,,.,k fnr Santa
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By DONNA BINNEWEG
A unanimous decision by the
Student Court last night, in the case
of ZUniga vs. General Governmental, determirted that General
Governmental is a campus
organization and should fall under
the ASUNM Constitution for
budget funding.
Due to the nature of General
Governmental, the budget request
for ASUNM Government, a clause
will be .implemented into the
constiiution so "that, "the uninformed can't dissolve the student
government unintentionally," said
Associate Justice Robert Farmer.
This clause will set a minimum
amount that can be received if the
bill fails both referendum elections.
General Governmental, along
with five other organizations, failed
in both the spring 1978 budget
referendum elections. A 1974 Jaw
allowed General Governmental to
be funded at the previous years
level.
Tbe other organizations
could receive a mai<imum of 75
percent of their requested funding,
according to the ASUNM Constitution.
The majority of the discussion
stemmed from whether General
Governmental was a student
organization. The attorney general
said it was merely a list of requests
Jumped under one bilL
•'It was a lack of foresight on the
part of last year's president. It
should never have appeared on the
budget
referendum,"
said
President Mimi Swanson, The
court determined that because it is
funded by ASlJNM, it is a campus
organization.
.
"l have one goal in this court
case, that's . to see equity," said
Ricardo "Zuni.; Zuniga, the
plaintiFf.
This law creates an exception to
the ASlJNM Cons!itutioli and the

parts which specifically made
General Governmental an exception were determined to be
unconstitutional.
The $:i6, 153 budget was reduced
to $4,200 by the removal of salaries
and withholding taxes. The
ASUNM Constitution separates the
salaries from other financial
requests. The amount of the bill
now reflects only the supplies and
expenses needed to run ASONM
government.
(continued on page-51

Energy talk
attracts little
attention
By ROBERT R. LEE
Eleven people, including the
speaker's wife and son, attended
tbe ASUNM Speaker's Committee
presentation ort energy irt the Kiva
Tuesday.
The speaker, Ray Sherman, gave
a talk entitled "Energy! Somebody
do Something!" Sherman has a
B.A. in physics and is a
professional speaker.
In his introductory remarks,
Sherman said, " [ have to cortdude
that the turn-out tonight further
vindicates Illy conclusion that either
nobody gives a damn or nobody
thinks there is a problem (with
energy).''
Sherman then gave a brief history
of the discovery of nuclear power,
and described In layman's terms the
physics of nuclear energy.
He advocated an interim
dependence on nuclear fissiort with
solar and fusion techrtologies
become viable. Sherman said art
emphasis on fission power would
enhance the economic and military
continued On
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State finance board to review
10 special University requests
By PETER MADRID
The Board of Educational Finance is expected to
review .10 special UNM budget items when it meets
today and tomorrow in Las Cw.ces.
The BEF recommends monetary allocations to the
state legislature for state educational institutiom.
James A. Wiegmann, director of budget, said, "The
BEF staff will present the institution's request to the
board, and the board will just listen to those requests.
No recommendations will be made at this meeting."
Wiegmann said UNM will be able to expound on
line items and recommendations will be made at the

next BEF meeting in November or December.
"The items to be discussed," Wiegmann said, "arc
ongoing programs at UNM."
The )0 items arc: the Medical School, the Cancer
. Center, the Student Exchange Program, the Stale
Medical Investigator, the Emergency Medical Services
Academy, the Poison Control Center, the Out-ofCounty Indigent Fund, the Children's Psychiatric
Center, the Health Manpower Registry and the State
Student Loan Program Administration.
Also to be presented by UNM at the BEF meeting
will be a new proposal for an Institute of Public Law.

Distribute Skeen flyers

Greeks help campaigns
By ERIN ROSS
A surge of gubernatorial campaigning by members of UNM's
fraternity and sorority members
commenced this week with campus
distrubution of Joe Skeen
literature.
Sigma Chi house president Dave
Riggleman said members of his
fraternity
are
distributing
Republican Joe Skeen's flyers this
week,
"It's not a house project,'' said
Riggleman, "but a large jllfijority
of our members are for Skeen."
Only ab~ut 25 per cent of the
members are supporting King, he
said.
Skeen's Youth Director and
Sigma Chi alumnus Bill Carter said
other drcek houses have members
working for Skeen's campaign.
"We haven't gone to other
houses," he said, "we just hoped
our enthusiasm would catch on.'!
Mark Hale, spokesperson for Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity, said his
house had over a dozen volunteers
working for Bruce King's or
Skeen's election.
"Our house is pretty well divided
on their support for governor," he
said.
Hale said "some houses" have
had alumni encouragement to
become politically active this year.
Asked why alumrti would encourage political activity, Hale
said "Some Greek alumni are
workirtg 11ard for the campaigns;
other Greek alumni are actually
running for ofl1~e, such as Pete

"

Domenici who was an SAE (Sigma
Alph Epsilon)."
Jim Anaya, spokesperson for
Alph Tau Omega fraternity, said
his house has about 15 to 20
members actively involved in the
gubernatorial campagn. "We now
have a cross-sectional group of
people," he said, "rather than an
exclusive group as in the past. With
more of a variety of people, there
are now more politically active

Greeks oil both sides of an issue."
Contacted about the governor's
race, a spokesperson for Alpha Chi
Omega sorority, said a few house
members were working for Skeen's
campaign, "But there are others
supporting the other side,"
·
Coordinator for Bruce K!rtg's
democratic campaign, Brian
Sanderoff, said King's campaign
literature will be distributed next
week.

RO"BEATSON PtiOTO

Dave Dick and Brad Sauters, pledges of.Sigma Chi Fraternity, distribute literature on behalf of gubernatorial can•
didate Joe Skeen in front of the SUB Monday.

